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Abstract 

Gabriel Lame gave an upper bound of the number of steps in the Euclidean 
algorithm. In this paper, we show that for the integer ( )nmF ,  belonging to 

“Lucas set” and a positive integer less than ( ) ,, nmF  the maximum number of 

steps in the Euclidean algorithm is equal to .2−+ nm  

1. Introduction 

Definition 1.1. We define the sequence { }na  as ,12 kkk aaa += ++  

121 == aa  and define the set { ( ) ( ) ,,, 11 nmnm aaaanmFnmFL ++ +==  
}.2, ≥mn  We call it Lucas set. 

Remark 1.2. The set L contains Lucas numbers ( ) ( ).,2,2, nFmF  

We write down ( )nmF ,  for some values as follows: 
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 (1) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 …  

(1) (2) (3) (5) (8) (13) (21) (34) (55) (89) …  

2 (3) 4 7 11 18 29 47 76 123 …  

3 (5) 7 12 19 31 50 81 131 212 …  

4 (8) 11 19 30 49 79 128 207 335 …  

5 (13) 18 31 49 80 129 209 338 547 …  

6 (21) 29 50 79 129 208 337 545 882 …  

7 (34) 47 81 128 209 337 546 883 1429 …  

8 (55) 76 131 207 338 545 883 1428 2311 …  

9 (89) 123 212 335 547 882 1429 2311 3740 …  

           

Table 1. 

Definition 1.3. We define ( )BAEn ,  as the number of steps in the 

Euclidean algorithm to obtain ( ),, BAGCD  where BA >  and ., N∈BA  

Our main result is stated as follows: 

Theorem 1.4. If we fix ( )nmFA ,=  with 2≥m  and ,2≥n  then the 

maximum number of ( )BAEn ,  is equal to .2−+ nm  Then the numbers 

B are equal to both ( )1, −nmF  and ( ).,1 nmF −  In particular, for the 

case ,mn =  we have ( ) ( ).,11, nmFnmFB −=−=  

Remark 1.5. ( ) nnnn aaaaaanFA +=+== ++ 2312,2  is a Lucas 

number with .2=m   

For reader’s convenience, we give a brief example. 

Example 1.6. For the case 5=m  and ,3=n  we have 

.3128353645 =×+×=+= aaaaA  

In this case, we have the following table. From these results, we see that 
the maximum number of ( )BEn ,31  is equal to 6 and the numbers B are 

18 and 19.  
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On the other hand, from Theorem 1.4, we see that the maximum 
number of ( )BEn ,31  is equal to .62352 =−+=−+ nm  Moreover, the 

numbers B are equal to ( ) 18185213,5 2653 =×+×=+=− aaaaF  

and ( ) .1925333,15 3544 =×+×=+=− aaaaF  

En(31, B) B 

1 1 

2 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15, 30 

3 4, 7, 8, 9, 16, 21, 25, 26, 28, 29 

4 11, 14, 22, 23, 24, 27 

5 12, 13, 17, 20 

6 18, 19 

Table 2. 

2. Preliminaries 

Theorem 2.1 (Lame’s theorem). The number of steps in an 
application of the Euclidean algorithm never exceeds 5 times the number 
of digits in the lesser. 

The following proposition is one of problems derived from Lame’s 
theorem. 

Proposition 2.2. Assume that the numbers A and B are defined by 
BA >>100  and ., N∈BA  Then the numbers A and B which make 

( )BAEn ,  maximum are ( ) ( ).55,89, =BA  

Proposition 2.3. For any A and B with BAaAa nn <<≤ + ,1  and 

,, N∈BA  we obtain the inequality ( ) .2, −≤ nBAEn  

Proof. The minimum number of A with ( ) BAnBAEn >= ,,  and 

N∈BA,  is equal to .2+na  Therefore, for any A and B with BA >  and 
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,, N∈BA  we see that ( ) nBAEn =,  is a necessary condition of 

.2+≥ naA  Hence, we see that 1+<≤ nn aAa  is a necessary condition of 

( ) .2, −≤ nBAEn  

From Proposition 2.3, we see that if ( ) tBAEn =,  and there exists A 

such that ,32 ++ << tt aAa  then the maximum value of ( )BAEn ,  is 

equal to t. If ( ) ,2, =BAG  the minimum value of A is equal to .2 2+ta  

Then we have .2 23 ++ < tt aa  Therefore, all we have to do is consider the 

case of ( ) .1, =BAG  

Definition 2.4. For any positive integers A and B, we have the 
Euclidean algorithm as follows: 

,0where, 111 BrrBqA ≤<+=  

,0where, 12221 rrrqrB ≤<+=  

,0where, 233321 rrrqrr ≤<+=  

 

,0where, 12221 +++++ ≤<+= kkkkkk rrrqrr  

 

.2 rqrr nn +×=−  

In this paper, we substitute kk rr ≤< +10  for kk rr <≤ +10  in any steps 

for Euclidean algorithm. We note that ,1 kk rr =+  if and only if .1−= nk  

Then we define the quantity 

( ) ( ).1,
1

−= ∑
=

k
k

qBAQ
n

 

Definition 2.5. We define ( ) ( ) ( )dbcadcba ++=+ ,,,  and also 

define ( ) ( )( ).,,, BAQBAEnBA =⋅  
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Proposition 2.6. For two positive integers A and B, we have 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )











>+⋅−

<+−⋅

=⋅

.,0,1

,2,1,0

,2,0,1

otherwise

BAwhereBBA

BAwhereBAB

BA  

Proof. If ,2BA <  we have 

( ) ( ) ,0where,1 BBABABA ≤−<−+×=  

( ) ( ).0where, BArrqBAB −≤<+×−=  

Therefore, we have 

( ) ( ).0,1+−⋅=⋅ BABBA   (1) 

For the case ,2BA >  we have ,rqBA +×=  where Br ≤<0  and 

.1>q  On the other hand, we have ( ) ,1 rqBBA +−×=−  where 

.0 Br ≤<  Therefore, we see that 

( ) ( ).1,0+⋅−=⋅ BBABA   (2) 

Finally, for the case ,2BA =  we have 

.0where,1 BBBBA ≤<+×=   (3) 

From (1), (2), and (3), this assertion is proved. 

Example 2.7. We can calculate BA ⋅  by using Proposition 2.6. For 
the case 32=A  and ,25=B  

 2532 ⋅=⋅ BA  

( )0,1725 +⋅=  

( )1,1718 +⋅=  

( )2,1711 +⋅=  
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( )2,247 +⋅=  

( )2,334 +⋅=  

( )2,413 +⋅=  

( )3,412 +⋅=  

( ).3,5=  

Lemma 2.8. If ( ),0,tBA =⋅  then we have 2+= taA  and .1+= taB  

Proof. 

 ( )0,11 +⋅=⋅ rBBA  

( )0,221 +⋅= rr  

…=  

( )0,1 kkk +⋅= − rr  

…=  

( )0,334 −+⋅= −− trr tt  

( )0,223 −+⋅= −− trr tt  

( )0,112 −+⋅= t  

( ).0,t=  

From this equality, we have .3,2, 433221 ararrrr tt =====− −−++ kkk  

Therefore, we have .1+−= kk tar  So, we see that 121 −+=+= tt aarrB  

1+= ta  and .21 +=+= tarBA  

Lemma 2.9. If ( ),1,tBA =⋅  then we have ( ),, nmFA =  and 

( ),,1 nmFB −=  where .2+=+ tnm  
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Proof. We have the following equality: 

( )0,11 +⋅=⋅ sBBA  

( )0,221 +⋅= ss  

…=  

( )0,223 −+⋅= −− mss mm  

( )0,112 −+⋅= −− mss mm  

( )1,112 −+⋅= −− msr mm  

( )1,1 mrr mm +⋅= −  

…=  

( )1,334 −+⋅= −− trr tt  

( )1,223 −+⋅= −− trr tt  

( )1,112 −+⋅= t  

( ).1,t=  

In the same way as Lemma 2.8, we have ., 112 nmnm arar == −+−  From 

Proposition 2.6, we have ., 111212 nmmnmmm arsarss ====− −−+−−−  

Moreover, by using the equality ,21 ++ =− kkk sss  we have the following: 

123 −−− += mmm sss  

nn aa += +2  

nn aaaa 312 += +  

( ),,2 nF=  

( ),,34 nFsm =−  
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( ),,32 nmFs −=  

( ),,21 nmFs −=  

12 ssB +=   

 ( ),,1 nmF −=  

 1sBA +=  

 ( )., nmF=  

Lemma 2.10. If ( ),2,tBA =⋅  we have the equality FaA p=  

( ) ( )nmFanm p ,,1 1+++  and ( ) ( ),,,11 nmFanmFaB pp ++= −  where 

.2+=++ tpnm  

Proof. By using Proposition 2.6, we have 

( )0,11 +⋅=⋅ uBBA  

( )0,221 +⋅= uu  

( )0,332 +⋅= uu  

…=  

( )0,223 −+⋅= −− puu pp  

( )0,112 −+⋅= −− puu pp  

( )1,112 −+⋅= −− pss pp  

( )1,1 pss pp +⋅= −  

…=  

( )1,223 −++⋅= −+−+ mpss mpmp  

( )1,112 −++⋅= −+−+ mpss mpmp  

( )2,112 −++⋅= −+−+ mpsr mpmp  
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( )2,1 mprr mpmp ++⋅= +−+  

…=  

( )2,334 −+⋅= −− trr tt  

( )2,223 −+⋅= −− trr tt  

( )2,112 −+⋅= t  

( ).2,t=  

In the same way as Lemma 2.9, we have ( ) =+= −− 12 ,,1 pp snmFs  

( )., nmF  From Proposition 2.6, we have ( ) === −−− 211 ,, ppp unmFsu  

( ).,212 nmFss pp +=+ −−  Moreover, by using the equality =− +1kk uu  

,2+ku  we have the following: 

213 −−− += ppp uuu  

( ) ( ) ( )( )nmFnmFnmF ,,1, +++=  

( ) ( )nmFanmFa ,,1 32 ++=  

( ) ( )nmFnmFup ,22,4 ++=−  

( ) ( )nmFanmFa ,,1 43 ++=  

 

 ( ) ( ),,,1 232 nmFanmFau pp −− ++=  

( ) ( ),,,1 121 nmFanmFau pp −− ++=  

 21 uuB +=  

( ) ( ),,,11 nmFanmFa pp ++= −  

1uBA +=  

( ) ( ).,,1 1 nmFanmFa pp +++=  
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Lemma 2.11. For any 2≥m  and ,2≥n  we have ( ) <≤+ nmFa nm ,  

.1++nma  

Proof. We have 

21 −+−++ += nmnmnm aaa  

( ) 232 −+−+−+ ++= nmnmnm aaa  

322 −+−+ += nmnm aa  

3223 −+−+ += nmnm aaaa  

4334 −+−+ += nmnm aaaa  

…=  

.11 nmnm aaaa −+ +=  

If we substitute 1+m  for m, then we have 

.111 nmnmnm aaaaa += ++++   (4) 

On the other hand, we have <+≤+ ++−+ nmnmnmnm aaaaaaaa 1111  

.11 nmnm aaaa +++  By using (4), we obtain ( ) ., 1+++ <≤ nmnm anmFa  

Lemma 2.12. For any ,2,2 ≥≥ nm  and ,2≥p  we have Fap  

( ) ( ) ,,,1 11 ++ >++ tp anmFanm  where .2+=++ tpnm  

Proof. By using a character of Fibonacci sequence, we have the 
following: 

( ) ( ) 11 ,1, ++ −++ tpp anmFanmFa  

( ) ( ) 1111 ,1 ++++ −+++= tpnmnmp anmFaaaaaa  

( ) ( ) ( ) 12111111 ++++++++ −+++= tnmnmpnpmnpm aaaaaaaaaaaa  

( ) ( ) ( ) 1211111 +++++++ −+++= tnmnmpnpmnpm aaaaaaaaaaaa  
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( ) ( ) 121111 −+++++++ −+++= pnmnpnpmnpnpm aaaaaaaaaaa  

( ) ( )112111 −+−++++++ +−++= npmnpmnpnpmnpm aaaaaaaaaaa  

( ) ( ) 1111 2 −+−+++++ −++−= npmnpnpmnpnpm aaaaaaaaa  

11111 2 −+−+++−+ −++= npmnpmnpmnpm aaaaaaaaa  

( ) ( )11111 −−−+−++ +−+++= npnpmnpmmmpnm aaaaaaaaaaa  

( )1111 −−−+++ −++= npmpnmpnmpnm aaaaaaaaaa  

( )1112 −−−++ −++= pnpnmpnmpnm aaaaaaaaa  

.0>  

3. A Proof of Main Theorem 

By using Lemmas 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12, we see that if A and B 
satisfy ( ) tBAEn =,  and ,32 ++ <≤ tt aAa  then ( ) 0, =BAQ  or 1. From 

this result and Proposition 2.3, Theorem 1.4 which is our main theorem 
has proved. 
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